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Abstract

: Determination of internal metabolic fluxes is crucial for fundamental and 

applied biology because they map how carbon and electrons flow through 

metabolism to enable cell function. 13C Metabolic Flux Analysis (13C MFA) 

and Two-Scale 13C Metabolic Flux Analysis (2S-13C MFA) are two 

techniques used to determine such fluxes. Both operate on the simplifying 

approximation that metabolic flux from peripheral metabolism into central 

“core” carbon metabolism is minimal, and can be omitted when modeling 

isotopic labeling in core metabolism. The validity of this “two-scale” or “bow 

tie” approximation is supported both by the ability to accurately model 

experimental isotopic labeling data, and by experimentally verified metabolic 

engineering predictions using these methods. However, the boundaries of 

core metabolism that satisfy this approximation can vary across species, 

and across cell culture conditions. Here, we present a set of algorithms that 

(1) systematically metabolite exchange fluxes. Second, we use Simulated 

Annealing to identify an updated set of core reactions that allow for a 

minimum of fluxes into core metabolism to satisfy these experimental 

constraints. Together, these methods accelerate and automate the 

identification of a biologically reasonable set of core reactions for use 

with 13C MFA or 2S-13C MFA, as well as provide for a substantially lower 

set of flux bounds for fluxes into the core as compared with previous 

methods. We provide an open source Python implementation of these 

algorithms at https://github.com/JBEI/limitfluxtocore.

Introduction

Current limitations in quantitatively predicting biological behavior hinder our 

efforts to engineer biological systems to produce biofuels and other desired 

chemicals [1]. Determination of internal metabolic fluxes (i.e., the amount of 

metabolites traversing each biochemical reaction per unit time [2,3]) is a 

useful tool in this effort because they map how carbon and electrons flow 

through metabolism to enable cell function [3,4] and can produce actionable 

insights to increase biofuel production [5]. Several experiments [6,7,8]. 

Proponents of each of these two techniques rarely combine them, except 

for a few exceptions (e.g., [9,10,11,12,13,14,15]). FBA and COnstraint

Based Reconstruction and Analysis (COBRA) can predict all fluxes in a 

large genome scale model using an optimization principle, but do not 

directly constrain internal fluxes with high resolution experimental data. 

Conversely, 13C MFA models are well constrained by experimental data, 

but only measure a small number of central carbon metabolism fluxes, and 

do not model the full complexity and plasticity of a large metabolic network. 

However, metabolic engineering can benefit from uniting the advantages of 

both approaches: a method that provides fluxes for comprehensive 

genome-scale models as constrained by the very informative 13C labeling 

experimental data.

Materials and Methods

Old Limit Flux to Core Algorithm

Under the bow tie approximation, non-core reactions in the periphery do not 

contribute directly to the labeling of core metabolites because carbon 

precursors are assumed to flow from core metabolism into peripheral 

metabolism and not to flow back (Figure 2). This approximation is 

implemented in terms of a genome-scale model by limiting to zero the flux of 

reactions flowing into core metabolism. Hence, the first step in 2S-13C MFA 

consists of taking each non-core reaction that has a product in the reaction 

to zero or the lowest value that permits growth (e.g., biomass flux). The 

impact of the reactions that could not be set to zero is checked later in the 

2S-13C MFA procedure through External Labeling Variability Analysis . The 

input for the “Limit 3 using Algorithm 1. This requires, for any given core, first 

specifying a set of “currency metabolites” which participate in core reactions, 

but (based on known atom transitions) cannot contribute carbon to any of 

the simulated metabolites in a 2S-13C MFA or 13C MFA model (e.g., ATP, 

NADH). Our software includes a pre-determined list of suggested “currency 

metabolites”; however, most popular software tools for 2S-13C MFA or 13C 

MFA, including the jQMM library, can compute these directly from a set of 

core reaction atom transitions. Reactions which feed only currency 

metabolites into core metabolism are excluded from the set of boundary 

reactions for subsequent flux minimization.

I : Set of all metabolites;

J : Set of all fluxes where reversible reactions are treated as two unidirectional reactions;

cj : Vector selecting unidirectional flux components with products in core (e.g., from reactions with non-currency metabolite products in the core, as 
well as reversible reactions with reactants in core);

Sij : Stoichiometry matrix;

vj : Flux value of reaction j∈J;

ub
j,l
bj

: Upper and lower bounds for j.

New Limit Flux to Core algorithm

Algorithm 2 is robust and has allowed for the effective measurement

of fluxes through the 2S-13C modeling approach. Upon inspection,

Algorithm 2 is fundamentally a sequential routine which tests boundary

fluxes one by one to determine if they can, as only a single linear

optimization is performed instead of hundreds; and (3) there is no arbitrary

bias introduced by the order in which individual reactions are minimized, as

was the case in Algorithm 2.

The “minimize flux into core” problem is solved by Algorithm 3 using linear

programming with the following constraints:

Minimize∑j∈Jcjvj,
(1)

Subject to:

∑i,jSijvj=0∀i∈I,j∈J,
(2)

lbj≤vj≤ubj∀j∈J,
(3)

where:
Figure 4. Flux bounds for core boundary reactions 

computed via the new Limit Flux to Core algorithm 

(blue) are much lower than those calculated with 

the old one (red). Our goal is not only to set to 

zero all reactions that can be zeroed, but also find 

the maximum allowable upper bound for those 

that cannot be zeroed. Upper flux bounds are 

shown for all reactions outside of core metabolism 

Figure 1. Flux bounds for core 

boundary reactions computed via 

the new Limit Flux to Core 

algorithm (blue) are much lower 

than those calculated with the old 

one (red). Our goal is not only to 

set 

Discussion

In this paper, we have provided systematic methods to delineate how the 

bow tie approximation takes form within genome-scale models. We have 

constructed an improved method to constrain metabolic fluxes so as to 

limit flux into core metabolism, and have created a method to identify the 

boundaries of core metabolism. The practice of assuming that certain 

reactions do not affect metabolite labeling is used even in the case of 

genome-scale 13C MFA (e.g., beta-oxidation, nucleotide salvage 

pathways), although for a much larger core set [16]. The method presented 

here can be applied to systematize and make this practice more rigorous.

The new Limit Flux to Core algorithm described in this manuscript linear 

programming. Additionally, this algorithm is more efficient and does not 

rely on ad hoc processes such as trial and error and arbitrary cutoff values 

as the original Limit Flux to Core algorithm does. This
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Figure 2. Flux bounds for core boundary 

reactions computed via the new Limit Flux 

to Core algorithm (blue) are much lower 

than those calculated with the old one (red). 

Our goal is not only to set 

Figure 3. Flux bounds for 

core boundary reactions 

computed via the new 

Limit Flux to Core 

algorithm (blue) are much 

lower than those 

calculated with the old 

one (red). Our goal is not 

only to set 

Figure 6. Flux bounds for core 

boundary reactions computed via the 

new Limit Flux to Core algorithm 

(blue) are much lower than those 

calculated with the old one (red). Our 

goal is not only to set new Limit Flux 

to Core algorithm (blue) are much 

lower than those calculated with the 

old one (red). Our goal is not only to 

set 

Figure 5 Flux bounds for 

core boundary reactions 

computed via the new 

Limit Flux to Core 

algorithm (blue) are much 

lower than those 

calculated with the old 

one (red). Our goal is not 

only to set 

Figure 7. Flux bounds 

for core boundary 

reactions computed 

via the new Limit Flux 

to Core algorithm 

(blue) are much lower 

than those calculated 

with the old one (red). 

Our goal is not only to 

set new Limit Flux to 

Core algorithm (blue) 

are much lower than 

those calculated with 

the old one (red). Our 

goal is not only to set 

Core algorithm (blue) 

are much lower than 

those calculated with 

Core algorithm (blue) 

are much lower than 

those calculated with 
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A poster is conversation starter

A poster is not a published article.

Most of your audience will be at your poster for 2 

minutes.

A poster is as much a description of your work as it is 

an advertisement for you and your research.

A ”poster presentation” is both a poster and a 

presentation, both are equally important.

A poster presentation is your opportunity to meet 

people and network.

A poster presentation gives you useful feedback on 

your work.



Before you begin making the poster

• Who is your audience?

• How long will readers have at your poster?

• What message do you want to leave with 

your reader?

• What is the minimum amount of 

information that you can provide to get 

your point across?

• What text can you leave off the poster and 

instead say that in your presentation? 

Without that text, the poster should still be 

comprehensible if you are not there.



Fonts and text
• Use sans serif fonts

Optic Flow-based Navigational Tool (Arial)

Optic Flow-based Navigational Tool (Helvetica)
Optic Flow-based Navigational Tool (Calibri)
Optic Flow-based Navigational Tool (Times)

Optic Flow-based Navigational Tool (Garamond)S
e
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f

S
a
n
s
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e
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• Use a single font

• Use boldface, italics, and underlining for emphasis 

sparingly

• Use a limited number of colors, 2-3 (8% of men, 0.5% 

of women are red/green color blind)

• Use dark type on a light background



Fonts and text

• The whole poster should contain only about 500 

words.

• Bullets and numbered lists can simplify information.

• Text should be readable from about 10 ft away.

• Suggested point sizes: Title, 107; Authors, 68; 

Headings, 48; Body text, 36; Captions, 24



Poster sections

Title

Authors and Affiliations

Introduction
Text

Results
Text

Figures

Tables

Conclusions
Text

Aims
Text Acknowledgments

Text

If you use a background 

color, consider enclosing 

each column or all the text 

in white boxes to make text 

more distinct.

Abstract
Text

Significance
Text

Methods
Text

? Literature cited
Text ?



Poster sections
Title

Restrict title to no more than two lines; not all caps. Pose a decisive question, define the scope of the 

study, or hint at a new finding.

Names/Affiliations

Put your email address in the affiliations or at the bottom of your poster.

Abstract

Not necessary, but some meetings require an Abstract to be placed at the beginning.

Introduction

The first few sentences need to state the problem or goal and catch the reader’s attention. Provide the 

minimum background information to give a frame of reference for your work.

Aims

Although these can be stated in the Introduction, a separate section can accentuate your aims. 

Methods (?)

Minimize text. For new or unusual method, give a succinct description. Give enough details so the 

reader can understand your data. A flow diagram might work better.

Results

Use few or no text descriptions (that’s why you are there). Figure and table legends describe the data. 

Leave sufficient white space. Don’t cram things together. Be clear which legend goes to which figure. 

Number figures and tables ( “Figure” and “Table” optional). Put them in a logical order for your story.

Conclusions

Do not restate your results. State how these results answer the question/solve the problem/meet the 

goal stated in the Introduction. State how this work fits into the literature (whose authors might be your 

readers). State where you will go next.

Acknowledgments

Funders and those who assisted you.

Literature cited (?)

Minimize, only essentials.



Figure and table tips

Use small blocks of text, 

not long passages.

Figure 1. 

Variable values 

depend upon 

order in the 

alphabet. Values 

decrease further 

into the alphabet (A-

C) until the outlier D 

(arrow).

Use arrows on 

figures or highlights 

in tables to point 

out important 

features.

You can use notations not 

used in published articles. Use tables only if 

necessary and make 

them concise.In this work, we have provided

systematic methods to delineate how

the bow tie approximation takes form

within genome-scale models. We have

constructed an improved method to

constrain metabolic fluxes so as to limit

flux into core metabolism, and have

created a method to identify the

boundaries of core metabolism.

In this work, we have provided 

systematic methods to delineate how 

the bow tie approximation takes form 

within genome-scale models. We have 

constructed an improved method to 

constrain metabolic fluxes so as to limit 

flux into core metabolism, and have 

created a method to identify the 

boundaries of core metabolism.

Justified text

Left-aligned text

Left align text, not justified



Make sure photos have 

good resolution for 

enlargement (web images 

may be bad)

Photos jpg or png

Line art (graphs) png

Figure 2. Web photos of bunnies 

illustrate dangers of using web 

images. Bad bunny (left) and good 

bunny (right).

Use color in graphs 

and tables, especially 

bar graphs.

Figure 4. Stupid things you can do 

with plants. Putting them in a closet 

(orange) is dumb.

Table 1. A table showing interesting 

(orange) and useless (white) 

information.

Label each plot on the graph (A, 

B) rather than a key to the shapes.

Figure 3. Variable Y depends upon variable X 

depending upon the color of the circles. A. As X 

increases, Y increases. B. As X increases, Y 

decreases.

A

B

More figure and table tips



How the reader expects information to be presented

Start



Creating the poster

PowerPoint

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe InDesign (higher learning curve)

Canvas

Publish-It

Corel Draw

LaTeX

Best to leave yourself enough time to print out a draft on 

poster-sized paper to see if it looks like you expect. It is 

easier to find format and text errors at this large size.



Final tips

Prepare short (2 min) summaries for someone 

with passing interest, moderate interest and 

great interest.

At a meeting you should have with you, copies 

of your poster (or published article) to hand 

out and, if possible, a business card.



Templates
https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design
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Talking at 

your poster



The story should:

• Immediately catch the interest of your listener

• Be clearly spoken

• Be organized

• Be logical

• Be memorable

• Leave your listener wanting to know more

Have a short, 1 minute story that explains 

what you do and why you do it.



The story circle:
AND, BUT, THEREFORE

END START

SOLUTION PROBLEM
ORDINARY WORLD

SPECIAL WORLD

From R. Olson, Narrative is Everything, 2019

Non-narrative world

Narrative world

Narrative

AND, AND, AND

BUT

THEREFORE



A perfect AND, BUT, THEREFORE story
Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white 

as snow.

everywhere that Mary went, the lamb was 

sure to go. 

It followed her to school one day,

but that was against the rules.

it made the children laugh and play to see 

a lamb at school. 

Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white 

as snow.

(AND) everywhere that Mary went, the 

lamb was sure to go. 

(AND) It followed her to school one day,

BUT that was against the rules.

(THEREFORE) it made the children laugh 

and play to see a lamb at school. 



The WSP model

For the word:

Answer the “so what” question. Why should the listener care 

about it? Why do you care about it? Why is this important? 

What does this mean for the listener, or for the world?  Why is 

this important?  What impact could it have?

Word, Sentence and Paragraph

For the sentence:

Know what your main point is.  What do you want your listener 

to remember?  Make your sentence clear and memorable.

Construct  your sentence using “and,” “but,” “therefore.” (ABT 

template)

For the paragraph:

Use “logline” model R. Olsen, D. Barton and B. Palermo, Connection – Hollywood 

Storytelling Meets Critical Thinking, Prairie Starfish Productions, 2013



How your story fits logline model
Background of 

your topic area

1. In an ordinary world there is this AND 

there is that AND this other thing.

What happened? 2. BUT this happened or BUT we still 

don’t know this or BUT these are the 

problems with how it is done now.

How you are doing 

your project

3. Therefore I am undertaking to do this 

or therefore I think this new 

device/method will solve the problem.

Impact of your 

work

4. THEREFORE the world will be a better 

place as a result of my work.



The story structure can get as complex as you need

BUT

We need to 

find a cure for 

colon cancer

but

We need to 

understand how 

cell components 

X and Y interact.

but 

I need to 

construct a probe 

to show that Y has 

connected with X.

but

I need to prevent 

interference from 

Z that gets in the 

way.

but

I can detect X-Y 

interaction, but 

the signal is too 

weak.

but

I got the 

signal up, but 

it is not what 

was expected.

“Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in the US AND is the 

second leading cause of cancer death AND there are many treatments for colon 

cancer…”



The overall goal of a research group (“BUT”): a transient visitor to your 

poster

Plus the goal of your project (“BUT-but”): Someone who looks like 

they are more interested in briefly learning of your work

How many “but” statements depends on your poster’s audience

Plus a selected problem you had to solve in the course of your 

work (“BUT-but-but”): Someone you want to impress a little 

more or someone in your field of study (more knowledgible

about this kind of work.

Virtually everything that you did on your project 

(“BUT-but-but-but-bit…”): Poster judges, potential 

funders or employers, those really interested in this 

field





Thank you



https://www.nature.com/articles/nj7387-113a

https://www.philau.edu/learning/documents/PreparingaScie

ncePoster_001.pdf

https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design/

Some websites and documents that provide useful 

information about how to make effective posters

See my website for other links to professional communications resources:

https://kenneth-noll.uconn.edu


